Abstract-Photovoltaic (PV) modules are subject to various internal or external stresses due to their operation in solar PV based power systems. Therefore, monitoring and maintenance are critical issues to ensure reliability of PV modules which in turn would affect the reliability of any PV system. In this paper, we categorize operational solar panels into two categories (Defective and Non-Defective panels) using a machine learning technique i.e. texture features through thermography assessment. Further, the panels are also categorized for diagnostic perspective using nBayes classifier. Results from an investigation for a 42.24 kWp PV system showed a mean recognition rate of 98.4% for a set of 260 test samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic (PV) solar panel/module technology is now considered a key alternative for lowering carbon emissions [1] . However, the performance and efficiency of PV systems is affected by several factors which include shading, humidity, and wind [2] [3] [4] . In addition, there is also an effect of dust accumulation, and temperature on the performance of these panels with wide variations on the output power as reported in the literature [5, 6] .
Faults in solar PV modules also increase with shading which can cause additional power losses [7, 8] and hotspots [9] , thereby reducing power production and overall efficiency. Significant work is done to maximize the reliability and improve the maintainability of PV systems over the last few decades [10] . Image processing techniques are making continuous progress in biometric recognition [11, 12] , robotic automation [13, 14] and industrial inspection [15] [16] [17] . These techniques along with machine learning algorithms can be used to find defects that develop on PV solar wafer and cell. For instance, cracks that appear at the edges of solar cells were detected by Fu et al [18] through machine vision method in solar PV cells by analyzing their geometric features. Ordaz et al [19] worked on solar cell based conversion efficiency by using gray-level distribution on electroluminescence (EL) images. However, this distribution method gives only the information of dark areas in the EL image without detecting local small defects.
While the available techniques allow identification of certain defects, there is an emerging need for Texture Feature Extraction (TFE) based automatic classification for solar PV panels. Available TFE based defect detection methods are applicable to non-textured or homogeneously textured surfaces detection. Therefore, in this work, we evaluate TFEbased approach for identification of solar PV panels as defective and non-defective. The proposed TFE-based model involves a machine learning technique to train the classifier. Initially, an inspection process for generation of the ground truth is conducted which act as true model for comparison. Each solar PV module image of both classes is first preprocessed, and a set of texture features are extracted creating feature descriptors for texture based binary image classification. Mean of each texture feature is computed at different angular directions to remove feature overlap to enhance features quality. A data matrix of all the quality features is created in a way that each image feature descriptor corresponds to one row of the data matrix. This data feature matrix is used to train the binary classifier (nBayes) with dataset of images using a non-exhaustive K-fold leave-one-out cross validation training technique. At the end, testing is performed to compare each testing sample in the data with trained classifier.
II. METHODOLOGY
A flexible and modular framework (shown in Fig. 1 ) was developed which monitors and classifies solar PV panels by using feature extraction technique on thermal images (TIs) obtained from a thermal camera (FLIR Vue 640 pro). TI dataset was acquired from a 42 kW c-Si PV system [20] installed at Lahore University of Management Sciences (LUMS) and was examined by solar PV panel analysts. Investigation of the dataset was performed to split the dataset into two categories i.e. defective and non-defective. Preprocessing step was applied on each of the PV TI in dataset. Texture features descriptor was extracted to classify the testing thermal PV images into their respective categories. Overall a descriptor of 5 features was obtained from each image included; contrast, energy, homogeneity, correlation, and entropy given by (1) - (5) 
A. Data Acquisition and Ground Truth Generation
PV module TIs with a spatial resolution of 640×512 pixels were acquired using forward looking infrared camera. To generate the ground truth for training, the dataset was divided in to two classes namely defective and non-defective. Two solar PV panels analyst (registered electrical power engineers) from Pakistan Engineering Council were asked to manually label the acquired dataset. The two categories namely defective and not defective were made each containing 130 samples.
B. Preprocessing
Preprocessing was applied to improve the textural information and reliability of the collected data set of PV module TIs. It was used to remove measurement noise and artifacts appeared in PV panel TIs due to sensor measurements. Preprocessing steps for both classes i.e. defective and non-defective is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . TIs were first converted into gray scale to measure the intensity of light at each pixel in a single band of the electromagnetic spectrum as shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b) . To further improve the contrast of the dataset, histogram equalization was applied [21] to all obtained converted gray scale PV module TIs as shown in Fig 2(c) and Fig. 3(c) .
C. Feature Extraction
Texture features like contrast, correlation, energy, homogeneity, and entropy provide a complementary data that helps in classification of spectrally heterogeneous images in situations where spectral information is not adequately available. These were calculated from PV module TIs using gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [22] . The GLCM is a tabulation of how often different combinations of pixel brightness values (grey levels) occur in an image. Matlab's "graycomatrix" function was used to extract texture features which constructed the desired gray level GLCM. A 2D approach was followed where co-occurrence frequencies were calculated symmetrically for each of the preprocessed solar PV panel images with inter-sample space of five at four different angular directions (i.e. Fig. 4 (a-f) for defective while for non-defective in Fig. 5 (a-f) . They were generated by computing local image features of window size . Initially, a descriptor of 20 features was computed at a sample space of 1. Mean of each texture feature at different angle was computed to further reduce the descriptor to five features (contrast, energy, homogeneity correlation, and entropy) for each of the angular directions to improve features quality and computational time. Features for inter sample space of 2, 3, 4 and 5 were also computed in a similar way as in case of sample space 1. Hence, each of the training data set image was used to extract a descriptor of size 25 features. The 5 important features are given by (1) -(5).
where , represents the row and column number of the image, represent pixel location, is total number of rows and columns, is the mean and is the variance of the pixel value.
D. Training
A non-exhaustive K-fold leave-one-out cross validation technique was used to train the acquired dataset of number of PV module TIs. 
E. Classifier Selection
Matlab toolbox called PRTools is used for the classification as it offers many different user-friendly classifiers. PV module TIs were classified into two categories i.e. defective and nondefective. We used nBayes a binary class density based classifier which uses Bayes theorem to calculate explicit probability for each hypothesis [23] .
III. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS
Experimental results show that our proposed approach performed well in binary classification with a limited number of training samples. It is evaluated on the dataset of 260 PV module TIs. The model is trained with the proposed technique and the panels were classified into two respective classes i.e. defective and non-defective. Table I shows the mean intensity values of each texture feature computed at different angles for a sample image of class defective with inter-sample space 1. Table II shows the mean intensity values of each texture feature computed at different angle for an image of class nondefective with inter-sample space 1. Suggestion of predictive maintenance measure was necessary for each category of the defect which makes the system intelligent by minimizing the PV power losses and maximizes its output. Model accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision of the proposed system of each class are summarized in Table III . Outcome of proposed classification method is also formulated in confusion matrix (see Table  IV ). The diagonal integer values in Table IV depicts correct classification of PV TIs for all the classes from 260 test sample images (i.e. 256 images), with 4 misclassified predicted PV TIs. It is evident that the probability of each testing PV panel TI lying in a specific class was found to be very high. This results in proper classification of panels in their respective classes. Table III and IV shows that the proposed model achieved a remarkable high precision and sensitivity (true positive rate), therefore, classifying most of the PV panels correctly. The model accuracy achieved is 98.4% for a set of combined 260 test samples of defective and non-defective PV module TIs using leave-one-outcross validation method.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a flexible thermal imaging based framework that can automatically perform binary classification of solar PV panel into defective and nondefective. It has high model accuracy of 98.4 % with high precision and sensitivity values. This model has allowed us to test and evaluate many different approaches and configurations that could be used in real time on different systems with very low computational time.
